
             
 

ARTEX 2022 

 

The most awaited "ARTEX 2022" started with the eye pleasing "Kalakriti Exhibition" attracting students and 
leaving them awestruck . Astonishing artworks of  our talented Bits Pilani Dubai Campus students were 

displayed including our Faculty and Alumni's illustration. Different kinds of art and fun f illed games were 
conducted to interact with the audience . The highlight of the event was the Rangoli competition where the 

students lit up the lobby with their colorful and creative rangoli ideas . ARTEX 2022 was nothing less than 
a colorful festival with music , food stalls , games , photo booth ,   competition and the most important 

portrayal of creative composition. 

 

 

 

 

 



             
 

ARTEX’22  

     Day 1 (29.03.2022) 

 

The most awaited art event, ARTEX 2022 conducted by the SHADES Art club of BPDC was 
inaugurated by our Director, Professor Dr Srinivasan Madapusi accompanied by  Mrs. Anuradha 
Srinivasan, Dr. Priti Bajpai , Associate Dean Student Welfare and Dr.  Vijaya Ilango Faculty in 

charge of  SHADES by  lighting the lamp. 

 

 



             
 

 

One of  the main events was the Kalakriti  Art exhibition that attracted  huge audience with its art pieces by 
the talented students, Faculty, staff  and alumni with variety of categories like pencil art, pen art, acrylic, 

watercolor , digital art , fabric art etc. 

 

            

 

 



             
 

There were also fun-filled games to engage the audience, including the famous ring toss, a unique version 

of   the pinball and a one on one origami competition to spice things up. The winners were given coupons 
by  the sponsors, who  had also set up food stalls . 

 

  

 

 

 

After the inauguration ceremony, Mehendi competition was conducted in the auditorium. Many students 
participated and tried to bring out the best designs with full recreational thoughts. 

Then last but not the least for today, there was a makeup competition. We believe art is not only exhibited 
in the canvas but in other forms too. In response to that, students put up their best efforts in displaying their 

skills. 

 



             
 

 

                    

     

 

 

 



             
 

Sponsored food stalls included a chaat stall by Virpur restaurant, a stall by Frankie, a f resh orange juice 
vending  machine by Fresh Now and a dessert stall by Choco Fondue. One of the highlight features was 

the carnival-themed photo booth outside the auditorium for the audience to take back memories of Artex 
.The audience also enjoyed and went down memory lane by revisiting pictures of previous ARTEX events  

held on the way to the auditorium. 

 



             
 

ARTEX’22  

     Day 2 (30.03.2022) 

 
The second day of ARTEX began with a positive response to our Kalakriti exhibition. Various competitions 
were held including Nail Art and Rangoli. Participants of the competition showcased their talent by their 

beautiful rangolis spread across the lobby of the campus.  

 

 

 



             
 

 

There were also food stalls serving their amazing delicacies, which was enjoyed by the students. There 

were also food competitions held and the winners were given vouchers by sponsors. 



             
 

 

The games for the day were trying to score a double six on a huge dice made by the members, a stacking 
cup game and blind art. The games attracted the audience overall making the event a great success! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


